Rear-end collision warning system has a great role to enhance the driving safety. In this system some measures are used to estimate the dangers and the system warns drivers to be more cautious. The real-time processes should be executed in such system, to remain enough time and distance to avoid collision with the front vehicle. To this end, in this paper a new system is developed by using random forest classifier. To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, vehicles trajectory data of 100 car's database from Virginia tech transportation institute are used and the methods are compared based on their accuracy and their processing time. By using TOPSIS multi-criteria selection method, we show that the results of the implemented classifier is better than the results of different classifiers including Bayesian network, naive Bayes, MLP neural network, support vector machine, nearest neighbor, rule-based methods and decision tree. The presented experiments reveals that the random forest is an acceptable algorithm for the proposed driver assistant system with 88.4% accuracy for detecting warning situations and 94.7% for detecting safe situations.
Introduction
Road safety is an important subject all over the world. The general parameters influential on road accidents are driver, vehicle, road and environment [1] . According to the recent research studies about the accidents' reasons, human fault effects in almost 93% of accidents and it is the main reason in 75% of accidents [2] .Using the safety systems installed on vehicles, it is possible to decrease the rate of accidents. These safety systems are divided into two groups, passive safety systems and active safety systems. The former helps people stay alive and uninjured in a collision and the latter helps drivers avoid accidents [3] .However it is already revealed that most of passive safety systems including seat belt and airbag are losing their capabilities. In addition it is impossible to improve their safety with reasonable expenses. So currently active systems like advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) has been followed a lot [4] . The main purpose of this system is reducing driver's faults with provided packages or information about dangerous situations ahead. Collision warning system as a subsystem of ADAS helps drivers to evaluate non-obvious dangerous situations to reduce related human's faults.
According to the wide variety of car accidents and their results, it is necessary to apply dedicated warning systems for all of the accidents types. Based on NHTSA ‡ report in 2012, about 32.9 % of car accidents (or 1.8 million) are rear-end collisions [5] . When a rear-end collision happens, the probability of next contentions increases which increases the difficulty. Due to the importance of rear-end collisions, in the current paper an intelligent and online ADAS for rear-end collision warning is proposed, see e.g., [6] to see the effects of such systems. However the process time of a rear-end collision warning is very important in its effects. A poorly timed warning may actually undermine driver safety [7] . Too soon or too frequent alarms (false alarms) which both bother driver or too late alarms (missed alarms) which make it dangerous for drivers, both make driver to avoid using these systems [8] . As a result finding a balance between opportune alarming (not too soon, not too late) and detecting dangerous situations which both mean an efficient alarming system, is important and is noticed in designing the proposed systems.
Following [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] , we have classified the existing algorithms for rear-end collision warnings into two groups including perceptual-based and kinematic-based. In the former, there are some criteria to evaluate driver performance. For each criterion, there is a threshold value and when the value of criterion is less than that threshold, warning will be issued. Time-to-collision (TTC) [13] and time-gap (TG) [14] are two criteria for analyzing the performance of a driver who is following a preceding vehicle [15] . A variety of existing studies have attempted to identify rear-end collision situations using time-to-collision, time-gap or both of them. [16] and [17] calculated a warning distance between vehicles based on critical threshold for TTC and these algorithms are called respectively Honda algorithm and Hirst and Graham algorithm. [18] and [19] proposed a vision based forward collision warning which uses TTC and possible collision course to trigger a warning. [20] used TTC to judge collision threat and to estimate potential effectiveness of a forward collision avoidance system with a forward collision warning system, a brake assist and autonomous braking functionality. [21] presented a methodology to estimate rear-end crash probability based on an exponential decay function using TTC. [22] used a non-dimensional warning index and TTC for determining driving situations and the main idea of this system is to maintain a specified TG between vehicles. [23] developed a fuzzy rear-end collision warning system using TTC and TG in order to warn driver of a possible collision.
However the latter works based on kinematic information of two vehicles, taking pre-determined driver's reaction time and maximum deceleration rate to calculate safe distance. Safe distance which is calculated differently in each algorithm, is taken as critical threshold and when the distance between two vehicles is less than this threshold, the warning alarm will be issued. [24] , [25] and [8] calculated a warning distance between vehicles based on different scenarios and these algorithms are ‡ National Highway Traffic Safety Administration called respectively stop distance algorithm, Mazda algorithm and PATH algorithm. A vision-based ADAS with forward collision warning function was developed in [26] applying headway distance estimation model to detect the potential forward collision. Issuing forward collision warning based on distance was also proposed in [27] . [28] used safety distance to calculate rear-end collision risk index, then fuzzy-clustering algorithm has been applied to identify the rear-end collision risks level.
However, in the previous algorithms, the accuracy of detecting warning and safe situations is not acceptable because of using some constants and pre-defined values for parameters and threshold values. Although there are a lot of researches on rear-end collisions detection and alarming, there is no enough attention to extract the knowledge about warning and safe situations. Such knowledge can be extracted from accidents and vehicles trajectory data. Data mining algorithms can be used to extract patterns from vehicles trajectory data to define the threshold values for parameters and to find the criteria which are more matched with reality. This is the most important contribution of this paper to used data mining to enhance the rear-end collision warning system.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The proposed methodology for rear-end collision warning system is presented in the next section. Section 3 optimizes the classification of movement situations into warning and safe classes and describes evaluation of the proposed methodology. The final section is dedicated to a brief conclusion of the paper.
Rear-end collision warning system
The vehicles continuously interact with the other vehicles to realize car-following and lanechanging, etc. When these interactions are not stable, collision is possibly happened. Therefore it is possible to evaluate the potential of collision with analyzing the vehicle's motion and unsafe situations [21] . Data mining techniques are appropriate tools to detect warning situations based on the vehicles trajectory data. These methods are used to analyze a large volume of data and to extract patterns and rules which shape the knowledge [29] . Among data mining techniques, classification algorithms are the most famous which can be used for our purpose. In the proposed system by classification algorithms and cost sensitive learning methods, we can extract warning situations for rear-end collisions and safe situations. In our study, 100 car's data base is considered [30] . To classify the situations, we follow the steps given in Figure 1 . Also the details of its modules will be discussed in the next subsections. Figure 1 The structure of the proposed rear-end collision warning system
Cost-sensitive learning module
Usually cost-sensitive learning method is used on databases with imbalanced class distribution [31] . In cost-sensitive learning, the class with less elements is considered as positive class and the other with more elements is taken as negative class into account. Often misclassification of actual positive classes but predicted as negative one is greater than misclassification of actual negative classes but predicted as positive one [32] . The cost of classification can be calculated with a cost matrix denoted in Table 1 . In the database which is being used for classification, we used cost-sensitive learning because the amount of data for safe situations is 5 times of warning situations and the cost matrix is demonstrated in Table 2 . Table 2 Confusion/Cost matrix for warning and safe situations problem
Warning prediction Safe prediction
Warning class 0 5
Safe class 1 0
Classification algorithms module
All classification methods can be used to find a relation between input and output properties. In the proposed rear-end collision warning system, we implement random forest classifier which is an ensemble classifier including several unpruned trees. Each tree is independently built based on bootstrap samples of training dataset and the best split at each node is calculated within a randomly selected subset of descriptors. After trees are grown, predictions for test data is made by the majority vote of ensemble tees. To know more about this algorithm, see [33] , [34] . In the next section we show that this algorithm is preferable on other classifiers for the proposed warning system. For this aim, classification algorithms in Weka § are called. Details of some examined classification methods are given as follows:
 Bayesian network: It is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) which illustrates a factorization of a joint probability distribution (JPD). Given a sufficiently large dataset, the Bayesian network can learn by structural learning and parameter learning. More details can be found in [35] , [36] .  Naïve Bayes: It is a simple probabilistic method which assumes class conditional independence. This classifier predicts the class with the highest posterior probability which is calculated by Bayes theorem. For more study, see [37] .  Multi-layer perceptron: It is a feed-forward neural network with one or multiple hidden layers including different number of neurons. The best algorithm for tuning the weights in this network is backpropagation algorithm. More details have been presented in [38] , [39] .  Support Vector Machine: It uses sequential optimization algorithm to find an optimal hyper plane that correctly classifies data points by separating the points of two classes as much as possible. For more information, see [40] .  K-nearest neighbor: Among different methods of supervised learning, the nearest neighbor has the highest efficiency because there is no preliminary assumption about training data distribution. For details, see [41] .  JRip rule-based (RIPPER ** ): It is a rule-based method in which there is a set of rules and if a sample has the properties of one of the rules, that sample is a member of rule's class otherwise it would not be counted as a rule's class. The RIPPER algorithm is a two stages algorithm to reduce errors by iteratively pruning the design space and extracting the knowledge of rules. For more research, see [42] .  C4.5 decision tree: It constructs decision tree in a top-down manner with a divide and conquer strategy. The construction begins by evaluating each attribute using a criterion known as information gain ratio to determine best attribute for classifying the training samples. This attribute is chosen for the root node of the tree. Then decision tree splits the data into subsets according to value of chosen attribute, and the process repeats for each child. Details of C4.5 have been given in [43] , [44] .
Evaluation measures
To evaluate the results of the different classifiers, the data set is divided into training data set and validation data. Accuracy criterion (Equation (1)), sensitivity criterion (Equation (2)), specificity criterion (Equation (3)) and also processing time of building classifier model and classifying validation data are used to compare the results in this paper.
( Moreover to evaluate the different methods in the proposed system, the properties of data samples are used for data mining process. These properties include the follower vehicle's speed, the relative distance between two vehicles (follower and leader vehicles), the relative speed between two vehicles, time to collision and time gap. Time to collision (TCC) is the time interval between two vehicles colliding together without changing the movement direction and speed. TTC is calculated by Equation(4).
In addition, based on Equation (5), the time gap (TG) is the time interval between the follower and the leader vehicles without any change in the situations.
In the next section, we use these measures in simulation experiments.
Simulation results
In this section, for installing the proposed rear-end collision warning system, firstly the appropriate number of hidden layer's neurons for neural network techniques and the appropriate K for K-nearest neighbor method are obtained and then we compare classifiers based on different measures. Based on this comparison, the reasonable classifier is selected to install the proposed rearend collision warning system.
The experimental data
In this section, we have used 100 car's database from Virginia tech transportation institute [45] to examine the data of vehicles trajectory. This database includes the information of 68 crashes and 760 near-crashes. In these near-crashes, a fast movement such as braking or lane changing avoids an accident. To use crashes' data, it is possible to use reinforcement learning. In reinforcement learning, the behaviors aligned with final goals will be rewarded and the other behavior farther from final goal will be penalized. For the cases that the driver's reaction is lane changing, the other lane properties should be taken into account to analyze the risky behavior. However, such data are not given in 100 car's database. So in the experiment of the current paper, we use the near-crashes data as the rearend collisions where driver's reaction is braking. After such preprocess on 100 car's database, we have obtained 39938 data samples. The properties of these samples are used for data mining process in the proposed system as mentioned in Subsection 2.3.
Moreover, to install supervised learning methods, the sample data are divided into two classes: warning class or safe class. Each near-crashes' data includes 30 seconds trajectory before event, event and 10 seconds trajectory after event. Event means the time interval between leader vehicle's starting to stop, therefore rear-end collision starts to happen, until when the follower's driver does some fast actions like braking to avoid colliding the leader vehicle. Obviously, before and after event, there is not necessary to warn, however the warning is necessary during the event. So, the warning level is considered as zero or one. Zero is assigned to all time interval 30 seconds before event and 10 seconds after event. One is also assigned to the time interval of event.
The selection methodology for classifiers
To tune up the classifiers and to compare the results of different classifiers, the data set is divided into training data set and validation data set to create and validate the models, respectively. In this study, to guarantee independency between the results and the data, three scenarios are taken into account in which the training data are selected randomly with 65%, 70% and 80% of the existence data. The remaining data is used as validation data. Then to select the best classifier for each scenario, based on the assigned weights to all criteria, it is possible to use TOPSIS technique [46] , [47] which is a famous method for solving multi-criteria decision making problems. To assign weights to the different criteria, there are different cases. In this study, we study the following 4 assumptions on the weights of criteria:  Assumption 1: All three criteria have the same weight and importance,  Assumption 2: The specificity and sensitivity are important and have the same weights,  Assumption 3: All three criteria are important but specificity has greater weight than sensitivity and sensitivity hast greater weight than processing time,  Assumption 4: All three criteria are important but sensitivity has greater weight than specificity and specificity has greater weight than processing time.
Experiment results on multi-layer neural network
An artificial neural network with a single hidden layer can be used to approximate every nonlinear function by a pre-determined precision degree [48] , however the number of neurons in the corresponding layer is not easy to obtain. In this study we try to obtain efficient number of neurons in the single hidden layer in the proposed rear-end collision warning system. By trial and error with different numbers of neurons in hidden layer, we trained the system and evaluated their performance. In what follows, we consider a three layer perceptron neural network with different number of neurons in hidden layer: (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80) and for all of the experiments, we check three scenarios as mentioned in the previous subsection. Figure 2 shows the simulation results for the three layer perceptron. Obviously, the highest accuracy and specificity of the first scenario are happened for a neural network with 75 neurons in the hidden layer and the highest sensitivity is reported for a network with 60 neurons in hidden layer. For the second scenario, the highest accuracy and specificity are regarded to the 40 neurons in the hidden layer and highest sensitivity is for 35 neurons. In the third scenario, the highest accuracy and specificity are obtained with 15 neurons in the hidden layer and highest sensitivity is for 25 neurons. In addition, Figure 3 compares the processing time for three scenarios in which the lowest processing time happens for 5 neurons in the hidden layer which is a trivial result. In the presented case, for each scenario, there is a decision matrix including 16 alternatives and 3 different criteria. Alternatives are the number of hidden neurons and the criteria are the sensitivity, the specificity and the processing time. Accuracy is not taken as a criterion into account because it is a combination of sensitivity and specificity. The decision matrix values can be extracted from Figure  2 and Figure 3 . For all of the assumptions the weights of criteria are given in Table 3 . Table 3 Weight matrix for different criteria for the considered assumptions and the best number of neurons in the hidden layer. Applying TOPSIS method for all of the mentioned assumptions shows that the best number of neurons of the hidden layer of the corresponding neural networks is different. SeeTable 3 including the best number of hidden neurons based on our experiments. 5 
Assumptions

Experiment results on k-nearest neighbor method
In k-nearest neighbor method, similar to the way of tuning up the parameters in the last subsection, it is possible to find the best k to find the reasonable results. To this aim, we simulate this classifier for different   1,2,3,4,5 k  and for the previous three different scenarios. Then for each scenario, the best value of k has been obtained. The weights of criteria are similarly defined based on the assumptions given in Table 3 . Figure 4 shows the simulation results for the k-nearest neighbor.
Obviously in all three scenarios, the greatest accuracy and specificity is obtained for k=1 and the maximum sensitivity is fetched for k=5. Thus as much as k increases, the accuracy and the specificity decreases and the sensitivity increases. In Figure 5 the processing times of all different k-nearest neighbor method for all of the scenarios and different k are illustrated. As one can note that there is not a great difference between these experiments in terms of processing times. Figure 5 Processing time of nearest neighbor with different k By using TOPSIS method, the best k for all scenarios is given in Table 4 for different assumptions. Table 4 The best k for k-nearest neighbor method 
Nearest Neighbor
Experiment results on a great range of the classifiers
Now we compare different classification methods introduced before for all three scenarios based on the functional criteria and their assigned weights. In what follows the tuned up multi-layer perceptron and k-nearest neighbor in the previous subsections are considered with respect to each scenario and every weighting assumptions. Figure 6 presents the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of classification methods, Figure 7 displays the processing time of classification methods. As it is shown in the figures the highest accuracy and sensitivity and specificity are obtained first for k-nearest neighbor and then for random forest. High processing time is one of the drawbacks of k-nearest neighbor method, while processing time of random forest is strongly less than the k-nearest neighbor method. Figure 7 Comparison between processing time of classifiers Now using TOPSIS, it is possible to select the most effective classification method for each scenario. The values of decision matrix are given in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . As it is displayed in Table 5 , using the first assumption on weights, in all three scenarios, random forest appears to be the best method for classification. Since random forest in the third scenario has highest sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, and also less processing time, random forest with 80% training data (third scenario) can be selected as the most effective classifier method to detect warning and safe situations for rear-end collisions. Its accuracy, detecting rate of warning situations and detection rate of safe situations are 93.6%, 88.4 % and 94.7 %, respectively.
The proposed random forest includes a set of decision trees in which traversing decision tree from root to leaves provides some controlling rules. In the proposed random forest, since the rules are extracted from decision tree, the parameters' thresholds and indicator's thresholds are different and they will be initialized according to the other parameters. Some of the obtained rules are as the following: Based on the used data, the first rule demonstrates that when the speed of follower vehicle is less than 73 km/h and distance of leader vehicle from follower one is between 4.7 m and 8.6 m and relative speed of leader vehicle from follower one is between -13.5 m/s and -3.2 m/s and also the time gap is less than 1.5 s and the time to collision is less than 2.8 s, this status is warning. This rule is supported by 320.26 samples (pattern's weight) in data set where for 24.5 of samples (pattern's weight) the conclusion is not valid (not correctly predicted). In addition, the second rule shows when the speed of follower vehicle is between 69 km/h and 88 km/h, the distance of two vehicles is between 48 m and 69 m and time gap belongs to [2.3,3.1] s and the time to collision is larger than 5.25, the status is safe. This rule is supported by 66.92 samples (pattern's weights) and the results were always correctly predicted. As it is previously mentioned, in this experiment we consider the near-crashes' data of rear-end collisions into account where the driver's reaction is braking. Now, we will consider the generalization capability of the proposed system over data of crashes and data of changing the line. Figure 8 shows the results of the generalization capability of the proposed system. 
Generalization
Capability of Proposed System
Sensitivity Specificity
Comparison between the proposed system and perceptual-based systems
The most popular criteria which are used for evaluation of the safe and the warning situations are time to collision and time gap. Moreover time to collision is used in "Honda" and "Hirst and Graham" algorithms in the category of perceptual-based systems. If the value of each criterion of time to collision or time gap is equal or less than their threshold value, the situation is called warning, otherwise it is called safe. When the relative distance of two vehicles is less than or equal to warning distance which is calculated by "Honda" and "Hirst and Graham"algorithms, the situation is warning, otherwise it is detected as safe.
The success of perceptual-based warning systems depends on the appropriate and correct selection of threshold values. Due to the critical threshold of time to collision, there are some research studies to suggest values which are gathered inTable 6 . Table 6 Previous results about recommended time-to-collision Source Recommended time-to-collision [ In addition to the previously suggested threshold values, we will calculate the threshold value for the available vehicles trajectory data. To do this, we used the pruned decision tree C4.5classifier using cost sensitive learning. Now, we are looking for a threshold value for vehicles trajectory data used in this study. So we used the property "time to collision" for data samples and pruned C4.5 decision tree as classifier and then classification is applied on the data. The results of the obtained decision tree using the cost sensitive learning is shown in Figure 9 . Note that 0 presents the safe situation and 1 refers to the warning situation. Based on the Figure 9 , using cost-sensitive learning, the threshold value is 6.5. It is also worth to mention that the threshold value of the time to collision criterion means the warning situation for the values between 0 to threshold value, otherwise it means safe situation. Figure 9 Critical threshold for time to collision, using cost sensitive learning Figure 10 shows the sensitivity and specificity for the criterion of time to collision with different threshold values, in addition it shows sensitivity and specificity for two algorithms "Honda" and "Hirst and Graham" taking different threshold values for the criterion time to collision into account. The experimental results show that the systems which work based on time to collision criterion are more precise for detecting safe situations but they are weak in detecting warning situations. So the ratio of warning situations detected by these systems is smaller than the other systems. This observation is referred in the article [51] .
About the critical threshold of time gap there are some research studies where the suggested values are shown on Table 7 . Table 7 Previous Now we will find out the critical threshold value for the vehicles trajectory data. To do this, we selected time gap of sample data and pruned C4.5 decision tree as classifier, then we classify the data. The decision tree obtained from cost-sensitive learning is shown in Figure 11 . Please note that 0 means safe situations and 1 represents warming situations. Figure 11 Critical threshold for time gap, using cost sensitive learning As Figure 11 shows, the critical threshold of time gap is selected as 0.8 according to the vehicles trajectory data. Figure 12 shows sensitivity and specificity for time gap criterion with different threshold values. As Figure 12 shows, the systems which work based on time gap criterion with threshold value larger than 1.5 are more precise for detecting warning situations but they are weak in detecting safe situations. As a result, the percentage of situations detected as warning by these systems is fairly more than other systems. The results are referred in [51] .
The Figure 13 shows the results of comparing the proposed classifier system, the random forest, with the perceptual based systems, regarding the threshold values found from the vehicles trajectory data. Figure 13 Comparison between proposed system and perceptual-based systems As Figure 13 shows, the specificity and sensitivity of the proposed random forest is different from the other perceptual-based algorithms. We can say the perceptual based algorithms are using only one criterion and one constant threshold value for the criterion therefore they cannot have good precision.
Time Gap
Comparison between proposed system and kinematic-based systems
In kinematic-based systems, the safe distance for the follower vehicle is the criterion for issuing warning; based on that distance, warning will be issued. The most important algorithms for calculating safe distance of follower vehicle include MAZDA, stop distance and PATH. In vehicles trajectory data that we used in this study, first the distance between vehicles are calculated and if this distance is equal or less than warning distance calculated by each one of the algorithms Mazda, stop distance and PATH, we called the situation warning, otherwise it is safe and there is no need to issue warning based on each algorithm. Comparing warning and safe situation, detected by each algorithm with real situation for each data sample, we could obtain sensitivity and specificity for each algorithm based on vehicles trajectory data. Figure 14 shows the results of the proposed classifier system aka random forest and kinematic-based systems. Figure 14 Comparison between proposed system and kinematic-based systems
As Figure 14 shows, there is a huge difference between the proposed system and all the other kinematic-based algorithms in view of specificity and sensitivity. Actually, kinematic-based algorithms will not result in desirable precision because they used constant and predefined values for two parameters 1) reaction time of follower vehicle and 2) maximum decreasing rates of vehicle's speeds in addition to the assumption of fixed decreasing rate of follower vehicle's speed. Bunch of researches have focused on finding appropriate reaction time of driver and maximum decreasing rate of vehicle's speed, where different values are taken into account for these two parameters. Therefore, low precision of these algorithms is a result of pre-defined and constant values.
In the algorithm stop-distance for different values of constant parameters, we have Table 8 . In the first scenario, the same pre-defined parameters used in the algorithm stop-distance are used, in the second scenario we used the same parameters as parameters in algorithm MAZDA and in the third scenario, we used the same parameters as algorithm PATH and in the fourth scenario we used our proffered parameters. The results of algorithm, stop-distance in view of sensitivity and specificity for parameters in Table 8 are shown in Figure 15 . As Figure 15 shows, change in constant parameters in the algorithm, results in remarkable change in sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, kinematic-based systems are not a good base for warning in rear-end collisions.
Comparison between proposed system and existing systems -conclusion
The Figure 16 shows comparison between the proposed classifier system with kinematic-based systems and perceptual-based systems. The threshold values for perceptual-based systems are equal to the threshold value obtained from the vehicles trajectory data used in this study. As we mentioned already, the threshold value obtained from the vehicles trajectory data for the time to collision criterion is equal to 6.5 and for the time gap criterion is 0.8. Figure 16 Comparison between the proposed classifier system with kinematic-based systems and perceptual-based systems
Stop-Distance Algorithm
As we already mentioned, the kinematic-based algorithms use the constant values and predefined values for the parameters and the perceptual-based algorithms use constant threshold values, therefore both cannot result in good precision. Using only one criterion in rear-end collision warning systems is not a good approach. Time to distance criterion is weak to detect warning situations and also time gap criterion bothers the driver with frequent warning alarms.
The proposed random forest system outperforms the other systems for detecting the warning situations and safe ones with high precision for some reasons as follows: 1) using those two criteria as well as speed, relative speed, relative distance, 2) dynamic threshold values and non-constant threshold value, 3) the warning and safe situation learning is based on the naturalistic data of collisions, before event, event and after event.
Conclusions
In this paper, rear-end collision warning system based on data mining is proposed. Using the classification algorithms of Bayesian network, Naïve Bayes, MLP neural network, support vector machine, nearest neighbor, rule-based methods, decision tree and random forest; situations were classified into warning and safe classes. Since the data of two classes were imbalanced, we used the combination of cost sensitive learning and classification methods. Using sensitivity, specificity and processing time as criteria and using TOPSIS method as a multi-criteria decision making method, we obtained random forest as optimum classifier. This classifier is proposed as a rear-end collision warning system which is able to detect warning situations with the probability of 88.4% and able to detect safe situations with probability of 94.7%.The proposed rear-end collision warning classifier is Sensitivity Specificity compared against current algorithms which are perceptual-based and kinematic-based, to show how the proposed one outperforms all of them.
